LAKE related topics at IETF 109

— COSE WG (Monday)
  — draft-mattsson-cose-cbor-cert-compress
  — CBOR encoding of X-509 certificates
  — Identification of CBOR certs: c5t, c5u, . . .

— CORE WG (Tuesday)
  — draft-palombini-core-oscore-edhoc
  — Combining OSCORE and EDHOC

  — [discussion] (Friday)
  — Rekeying and forward secrecy for OSCORE

— ACE WG (Wednesday)
  — draft-selander-ace-ake-authz
  — TTP-assisted authorization
  — Authorization information in EDHOC Auxiliary Data

  — draft-selander-ace-coap-est-oscore
  — EST payloads protected with OSCORE
  — CBOR encoding of CSR

  — [charter discussion]
  — Authorized access to RPK

LAKE related topics at IETF 109
Example

- Mutual authentication, mutual authorization & certificate enrolment in 2 round-trips